Extensive simulations of planetary microlensing are necessary both before and after a survey is conducted: before to design and optimize the survey and after to understand its detection efficiency. The major bottleneck in such computations is the computation of lightcurves. However, for low-mass planets most of these computations are wasteful, as most lightcurves do not contain detectable planetary signatures. In this paper I develop a parametrization of the binary microlens that is conducive to avoiding lightcurve computations. I empirically derive analytic expressions describing the limits of the parameter space that contain the vast majority of low-mass planet detections. Through a large scale simulation I measure the (in)completeness of the parametrization and the speed-up it is possible to achieve. For Earth-mass planets in a wide range of orbits it is possible to speed up simulations by a factor of ∼20-100 (depending on the survey's annual duty-cycle) at the cost of missing ∼1 percent of detections (which is actually a smaller loss than for the arbitrary parameter limits typically applied in microlensing simulations). The benefits of the parametrization probably outweigh the costs for planets below 100M ⊕ . For planets at the sensitivity limit of AFTA-WFIRST, simulation speed-ups of a factor ∼1000 are possible.
INTRODUCTION
Gravitational microlensing searches for planets are beginning to yield statistically interesting sample sizes (Gould et al. 2010; Cassan et al. 2012 ) that are set to increase significantly with the advent of new and proposed surveys on the ground (MOA-II-Sumi 2010, OGLE-IV-Udalski 2011, KMTNet-Kim et al. 2010 ) and in space (Euclid-Penny et al. 2013 , WFIRST-Spergel et al. 2013a . Full understanding of the results of these surveys and the planning of optimal observing strategies requires extensive, computationallyexpensive simulations for the calculation of detection efficiencies or yield predictions. Even understanding individual planetary microlensing events requires thousands of processorhours to isolate and explore the range of consistent parameters.
The major bottleneck in the analysis and simulation of planetary microlensing is the computation of lightcurves. To compute the magnification of the binary microlensing event with a finite source requires the numerical solution of a complex fifth order polynomial 13 (Pejcha & Heyrovský 2009; Gould 2008) for most data points where finite source effects are small relative to the point lens magnification. When finite source effects are significant the polynomial must be solved hundredsto-thousands of times for each data point (e.g., Bozza 2010) or alternatively one can shoot millions of rays backwards through the lens equation (e.g. Dong et al. 2006; Bennett 2010) . Each lightcurve typically consists of thousands of data points, and each analysis or simulation requires thousands to millions of trial lightcurves to be generated.
Significant effort has been invested in increasing the speed at which one can compute the binary lens magnification -the lightcurve's base unit. Various approaches have been taken to compute finite source magnifications, either by contour integration combined with numerical solution of the lens equation (Gould & Gaucherel 1997; Dominik 1998; Bozza 2010) penny@astronomy.ohio-state.edu or by inverse ray shooting (Rattenbury et al. 2002; Dong et al. 2006; Bennett 2010) or a hybrid of the two (Dong et al. 2006; Dominik 2007) . Others have dug deeper and improved the efficiency of the basic numerical functions these are built upon (Skowron & Gould 2012) .
However, perhaps the most successful optimizations have focused on removing the need to perform calculations. The hexadecapole approximation drastically reduces the number of computations needed to compute a finite source magnification when the deviation from a point lens can be treated with a multipole expansion, which is the case most of the time (Pejcha & Heyrovský 2009; Gould 2008) . One step removed again, efficient parametrizations can reduced the number of lightcurves one needs to compute to properly explore the parameter space. A number of parametrizations have been developed to match the observable features of a microlensing event, and therefore reduce the range of parameters one must explore (e.g. Albrow et al. 1999; An et al. 2002; Cassan 2008; Bennett et al. 2012) , though these are often only applicable to a certain kinds of event.
The majority of work on parametrizations has focused on the problem of fitting an observed microlensing event, where one would prefer to avoid a brute force exploration of parameter space and go straight to the desired answer. In this situation, virtually all of the parameter space is uninteresting because the lightcurve it produces does not match what you observe.
If instead you are interested in predicting the yield of a microlensing survey or evaluating its planet detection efficiency, one must perform a brute force exploration. Now the uninteresting parameter space is only that which does not produce a detectable signal, the rest must be explored. This paper follows the principle of attaining efficiency by avoiding unnecessary computations through an defining an efficient parameter space.
Recognizing the caustics as the center of planetary deviations from the lightcurve of a single lens, we use analytic descriptions of the caustics as the origin of the parametrization (Griest & Safizadeh 1998; Bozza 1999 Bozza , 2000a Han 2006) . To do so is not particularly new, and several authors have used such parametrizations when fitting microlensing events (e.g. Bennett et al. 2012 ). Many studies have been conducted exploring the range of parameters over which planets can be detected (Mao & Paczynski 1991; Gould & Loeb 1992; Bolatto & Falco 1994; Gaudi & Sackett 2000; Bennett & Rhie 1996 , but as they were concerned only in showing the expected rate of detections, none quantified the limits of the parameter space in a manner practical for others to use. This paper combines the efficient parametrization centered on the caustics with an exploration of the range of parameters to provide a practical analytic description of the extent of the parameter space. Defining the region of influence of the caustics in such a manner enables the parametrization to be used efficiently for brute force parameter exploration. We compute the potential speed up it is possible to obtain by using this parametrization, and show that it has huge potential for the simulation of microlensing by low-mass planets, both for the prediction of the yields of future surveys and the calculation of detection efficiencies of ongoing surveys.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes the general properties of a binary microlensing parametrization and the transformations between different parametrizations. Section 3 describes the new parametrization and its limits, the caustic region of influence. In section 4 the efficiency and accuracy of the parametrization is evaluated. The potential uses of the parametrization and its limitations are discussed in section 5 before concluding in section 6.
PARAMETRIZATION AND COORDINATE TRANSFORMATIONS
The magnification pattern of a binary lens is determined by just two parameters: s, the projected separation of the lens components in units of the Einstein ring radius r E , and q = M/M * , the mass ratio of the components, where M is the mass of the planet and M * is the mass of the primary. The trajectory of the source through the magnification pattern can be described by three parameters, which are typically:
• t 0 -the time of closest approach of the source to a reference point (x 0 , y 0 ), • u 0 -the impact parameter at closest approach (normalized to the Einstein radius), • α -the angle subtended by the source position vector at closest approach. At time t, the source will be located at
where t E is the time taken for the source to move one Einstein radius. The choice of reference point is usually the center of mass or the position of the primary lens. If we instead want to use a different reference point (x c , y c ) it is very simple to calculate the impact parameter and time of closest approach to the new reference point (u c and t c , respectively) using simple geometry. Figure 1 shows the geometry, from which the following relations between (u 0 , t 0 ) and (u c , t c ) are derived: Red lines show the caustics and source trajectory while black lines define the geometry. Note that impact parameters (u 0 and uc) are defined such that the impact parameter is positive when the source trajectory passes the origin in a counter-clockwise sense, and negative when in a clockwise sense. So, in this example u 0 is positive and uc is negative.
where β = α + π 2 is the argument of the source trajectory vector.
Throughout, we will use a reference frame centered on the primary lens with the planet positioned on the positive x-axis at (x, y) = (+s, 0). We will use the origin of this frame as the reference point of the standard parametrization, i.e. (x 0 , y 0 ) = (0, 0) in this frame.
THE CAUSTIC REGION OF INFLUENCE (CROIN)
Our goal is to define a parametrization of the planetary microlensing geometry and quantify the limits of the interesting region of the parameter space. Here, an interesting event is one with a planet detection. The parametrization, and its limits should be designed in order to enclose as much of the interesting parameter space as possible whilst excluding as much of the uninteresting space (events without detections) as possible. We also set the requirement that the transformation between this parametrization and the standard parametrization be as simple as possible (i.e. analytic and with a one-to-one mapping).
From the very beginning of planetary microlensing studies, it was recognized that the most important regions of the planetary magnification pattern were the caustics (Mao & Paczynski 1991; Gould & Loeb 1992) . Even if the source does not cross a caustic, the most significant features of the lightcurve will occur in the region close to a caustic (Wambsganss 1997) . Far away from the caustics the magnification pattern asymptotically approaches the magnification pattern of a single lens. Therefore, the probability of a detectable planetary signal occurring is higher if a source approaches a caustic. This has long been recognized by researchers modelling observed microlensing lightcurves, who have used either the caustic edges (e.g., Albrow et al. 1999; An & Gould 2001; An et al. 2002; Cassan 2008) or caustic center (e.g., Bennett et al. 2012 ) as reference points. Therefore an obvious choice for the reference point of our parametrization is the position of the planetary caustics (the standard parametrization upon which we hope to improve is centered on or very close to the central caustic -we will discuss this further later).
The number and configuration of caustics in a binary lens can take on one of three topologies (close, resonant and wide), depending on the mass ratio q and separation s. We will use the superscript c, r or w to denote quantities relevant to either the close, resonant or wide topologies, respectively. The boundary between the close and resonant topologies can be written as (Erdl & Schneider 1993) 
where
and h = 27q
For small q 1, s cr (q) 1 − 3/4q 1/3 (Dominik 1999) . Similarly, but rather more simply, for the resonant and wide topologies the boundary is
which for q 1, s rw (q) 1 + 3/2q 1/3 (Dominik 1999 ). Examples of the three topologies are shown in Figure 2 . Each topology has a central caustic near the primary lens. In the resonant topology this central caustic is significantly larger than in the other regimes. The wide topology has a single planetary caustic about which deviations from the single-lens magnification pattern center (Gould & Loeb 1992; Wambsganss 1997; Gaudi & Gould 1997) . The close topology has two caustics located symmetrically away from the binary axis; while the caustics themselves can cause positive deviations in the magnification pattern, it is a larger region of relative demagnification that lies in between the planetary caustics and elongated along the binary axis that usually produces the most prominent lightcurve features in close planetary lenses (Gould & Loeb 1992; Wambsganss 1997; Gaudi & Gould 1997) .
In each case then, the region of most significant magnification pattern deviations lies on the binary axis near the planetary (or resonant) caustics. The size of this "region of interest" is yet to be determined, but we are now in a position to define its center (x c , y c ) for each topology, that we will use as the reference point of the parametrization.
Close topology: we chose the reference point to be on the binary axis directly between the centers of the two planetary caustics. Bozza (2000b) and Han (2006) have derived accurate analytic approximations to the positions of these caustics. We choose to use the expression derived by Bozza (2000b) , which is more accurate than the slightly simpler Han (2006) expression. In the coordinate system centered on the primary lens this is
The close topology reference point is therefore
Resonant topology: while the planet-ward (positive x) side of the resonant caustic is larger in extent than the side closest to the primary that extends to negative x, it is significantly weaker, and negative perturbations to the magnification pattern extend away from the caustic on the negative side. We therefore choose the primary lens position as the reference point (x r c , y
Wide topology: with just a single planetary caustic, the choice of reference point at its center is obvious. Again, Bozza (2000a) and Han (2006) have derived accurate analytic approximations for the caustic position, and once again we choose the slightly more accurate expression from Bozza (2000a)
With the positions of the caustic regions of influence (CROIN) decided, we are left only to decide on their extent. A first attempt at defining the CROIN size appealed to some well known scaling relations for resonant and wide lenses, and the assumption that the size of the CROIN for close topologies would be closely related to the span of the planetary caustics. For wide topologies, we took inspiration from the fact that as the separation between the star and planet increases, the planetary perturbation tends to that of an isolated point lens with an Einstein ring a factor of √ q smaller than the primary lens.
If we consider the resonant caustic to be the merger of the planetary and central caustics, we might expect its size scale as the larger of the two, i.e., as √ q. However, Gaudi (2011) states that the resonant caustic scales as q 1/3 (in the same way as the range of separations with caustic topologies s rw − s cr ), and we have confirmed this numerically for s = 1.
We confronted these assumptions with data (more accurate simulations of the WFIRST mission presented by Spergel et al. (2013a,b ) and which will be described in more detail in Penny 2013, in prep.) , in order to test their validity and derive an appropriate scaling factor. The simulation was of an ensemble of planets drawn from the Cassan et al. (2012) 
−0.73 dex −2 ) modified to saturate at 2 dex −2 , which occurs at ∼5M ⊕ . The planet detections and a sample of non-detections from this simulation are plotted in the top panel of Figure 3 , with the impact parameter |u c | relative to Figure 3 . Plot of the radius of the CROIN as a function of projected separation s, shown together with the data used to define it. Lines show the CROIN radius uc,max, color coded by mass ratio q such that the line is plotted for the upper limit of the color range (i.e. the black line is uc,max[s, q = 10 −3 ]). Points show the absolute value of the CROIN impact parameter |uc| of events with planet detections, with the color indicating the planet mass ratio q. Gray points show events without planet detections. The lower panel shows the same data, but plotting the ratio of the CROIN impact parameter to the CROIN radius.
the CROIN reference point (x c , y c ) plotted against the projected separation s. From the maximal vertical extent of different colored points in the plot, it can be seen that the √ q scaling in the close and wide regimes is roughly appropriate, but that there is a strong, and somewhat complicated dependence on the projected separation s.
Ignoring the lines for now, the most striking feature of the plot is the separation of non-detections from detections by |u c |. The events were simulated with u 0 uniformly sampled in the range −3 < u 0 < 3, yet the majority of detections, especially at low masses occur within a much smaller range of u c (note the log scale). This shows dramatically how caustic centric parameter systems can be used to improve the efficiency of the simulations. Another prominent feature are the "goat horns" extending to large |u c | as s diverges from 1. These are due to high-magnification events where the planet is detected when the source encounters the central caustic. While high-magnification events are currently an important channel of planet detections due to their predictability (Griest & Safizadeh 1998; Gaudi et al. 1998; Gould et al. 2010 ), they will only contribute a minor fraction of the detections in future high-cadence surveys, due to the small size of the central caustic, and the strong dependence (∝ q, Griest & Safizadeh 1998) of the caustic size on the mass ratio. Therefore, if one is willing to sacrifice a small fraction of high-magnification detections with either very wide or very close separations, the efficiency of simulations can be increased significantly. We should not be too worried about cutting out these events, because the standard parametrization arbitrarily cuts out a different class of potential planet detections -events with large u 0 where the source only encounters the planet. Note that while high magnification events will contribute only a small fraction of overall planet detections, they will contribute a significantly larger fraction of multiplanet detections, due to the high probability of encountering a caustic (Gaudi et al. 1998 ).
We discuss ways that the excluded high-magnification events can be re-included in Section 5. The basic scalings are not sufficient to construct an efficient CROIN parametrization, but with the inclusion of a modifying function that depend on s it is possible to drastically improve the efficiency. Through a process of trial and improvement we arrived at a final form for the modifying function that in the end is relatively lacking in theoretical motivation. For close and wide topologies we define u c,w c,max = 4 + min(90s
(12) For low mass planets, the probability of detections with s < 0.1 is extremely small, so we choose not to simulate any. The initial form of the close topology expression was derived from the expression for the position of the upper cusp (cusp 1) derived by Han (2006) .
Setting the size of the resonant CROIN is not easily achieved using the top panel of Figure 3 . Instead, in Figure 4 , we plot the CROIN impact parameter against the mass ratio of only resonant caustic events. It is clear that the q 1/2 scaling (shown by the dashed line) can be improved upon. While a q 1/3 power law (dot-dash line) fits the general trend of the points, a q 1/4 power law (solid line) arguably does a better job at describing the outer envelope of points. The final form we choose is u r c,max = 4.5q
the 4.5 being chosen to balance generosity at small mass ratios, where every detection counts, to efficiency at higher mass ratios. Figure 3 includes lines showing the final definition of the CROIN for different values of the mass ratio q. Figure 2 shows the size of the CROIN relative to the caustics for q = 10 −5 lenses with several separations. The CROIN definition we have adopted is neither elegant or perfect. The definition could have been improved by further iteration, but this paper represents a point where the dimin-ishing returns of additional iterations were considered not to be worth the effort. The CROIN effectively removes the need to simulate most lightcurves that would result in a non detection. This is better seen in the lower panel of Figure 3 which plots the CROIN impact parameter scaled to the CROIN radius. It can be seen that the CROIN parametrization is mostly complete and that the vast majority of non-detections are excluded. In the next section we quantify these statements.
QUANTITATIVE TESTS
The simulation data used in the previous section was well suited to define the CROIN, but additional simulations are required to properly assess the validity of the CROIN assumptions. In this section we present two pairs of comparison simulations of 1-and 100-Earth-mass planets. For the first simulation of each pair (the standard simulation), event parameters are drawn from the standard parameter limits. For the second (the CROIN simulation) the parameters are drawn from the CROIN parameter limits. To investigate the performance of the CROIN parametrization as a function of mass and semimajor axis, we also compute the CROIN parameters for archival simulations.
The new simulations follow along similar lines to the WFIRST simulations in (Spergel et al. 2013a) , and which will be presented in detail in Penny et al. (in prep.) . It is assumed that WFIRST will observe microlensing for 6 72-day long seasons over 5 years, with 3 seasons in the first 18 months and 3 seasons in the last 18 months. The seasons begin at times t start = 112.5, 292.25, 477.75, 1388.0, 1573.5 and 1753.25 d. For the standard simulation we draw the time of closest approach of the source to the primary lens uniformly from the range 0 ≤ t 0 < 2010. For the CROIN simulation we draw the time of closest approach to the CROIN center from the range t start ≤ t c < t start + 72, where t start takes on one of the six listed values with equal probability. For the standard simulation, the impact parameter with respect to the primary lens is drawn from the range −3 ≤ u 0 < 3. For the CROIN simulation, the impact parameter with respect to the CROIN center is drawn from the range −u c,max ≤ u c < u c,max . When directly comparing numbers below, events in the CROIN simulations that have t 0 and u 0 outside the range that the standard simulations are drawn from are excluded.
The source and lens for each simulated event are drawn from the Besançon Galactic model, as described in Penny et al. (2013) . To account for the differing rates at which a given source-lens pair align to produce a microlensing event, each event is weighted by a factor
where for the standard simulations the maximum impact parameter u max = 3 and the effective simulation length (range of possible t 0 ) T sim = 2010 d, and for the CROIN simulation u max = u c,max and T sim = 6 × 72 d. The events in the CROIN simulation have lower weights, but this is exactly cancelled by the increased detection efficiency. µ rel is the relative proper motion between the lens and source and θ E is the angular Einstein radius of the total lens mass
where D l and D s are the distance to the source and lens respectively. The contribution of each event to the total event rate is computed by normalizing the weights to the total event rate along the line of sight from which the event was drawn. Each line of sight is in fact a 0.25 × 0.25 degree square cone. For the standard and CROIN simulations, we only simulate events along 4 lines of sight centered at 0.85
• and b = −1.95 to −0.95 in order to minimize the variance in the simulations. For the archival simulations, events are simulated along a small range of lines of sight that encompass the WFIRST fields (see Figure D .1 in Spergel et al. 2013a ), but we do not exclude events falling outside the WFIRST fields.
4.1. Standard-CROIN simulation comparisons The two comparison simulations run were almost identical other than the parametrization used. The only other difference was that the CROIN simulation used a more robust lightcurve generator than the standard simulation. The standard lightcurve generator used in MaBµLS (based on code written by S. Mao) implements contour integration to compute finite source magnifications (Gould & Gaucherel 1997; Dominik 1998 ). This code is effective and fast, but will occasionally fail in situations where the source limb intersects a caustic line. Most of these rare failures are caught by error handling routines and these events are discarded from the simulations, and if planets would have been detected in these events, they do not get counted. The more robust lightcurve generator uses inverse ray shooting (Kayser et al. 1986 ) in small regions surrounding the images. It is significantly slower, but fails much less often. For the number of simulations required in this comparison, the ray-shooting generator was prohibitively slow for the standard simulation. The difference in results due to using the two different lightcurve generators is assessed below. Figure 5 shows the results of both 1-M ⊕ simulations, plotting the CROIN impact parameter u c scaled to the CROIN radius u c,max against the projected separation. A total of ∼11.4 million lightcurves were generated for the standard simulation, which produced ∼4100 planet detections, while for the CROIN simulation ∼670 thousand lightcurves were generated, producing ∼37700 planet detections. Note however, that a simple comparison of the number of detections per generated lightcurve is not fair. Not all planet detections count equally, as each is weighted by the value of u c,max in addition to the usual weighting that is applied in MaBµLS simulations. Furthermore, only ∼440 thousand of the simulated events (two thirds) and just over half of simulated events with planet detections in the CROIN simulation are in events with |u 0 | < 3 and 0 < t 0 < 2010, and the remainder are not accounted for in the standard simulation. This does not mean that the standard simulation underestimates the number of planet detections by nearly a factor of two, because these detections are typically of wide separation planets which have very small CROINs and hence a low weighting. In the next two subsections we calculate the speed-up and accuracy of the CROIN parametrization.
Speed-up
The proper way to assess the speed-up of the two parametrizations is to compare the number of lightcurves it is necessary to simulate in order to reach the same uncertainty in the number of planet detections σ N . The uncertainty is caused by finite sample size, and as we have a weighted counting process the variance is the sum of the squares of the weights. On average then, the uncertainty will scale as the inverse The colored points with subdued colors in the lower panel show planet detections in events that fall outside the limits of the standard parametrization (i.e., events that do not satisfy 0 < t 0 < 2010 and |u 0 | < 3 -the vast majority of the rejected events only fail the second criterion). Note that the contribution of each point to the total event rate is not equal, being the product of the maximum impact parameter (either u 0,max or uc,max) and the normalized event rate weighting, so the apparent increased number of detections at s ∼ 3 is a sign of the parametrization becoming more efficient and not an enhancement in the planet detection rate (as can be seen in Figure 8 below) .
square of the number of simulated lightcurves. After excluding events from each simulation that fall outside the respective ranges of t 0 , u 0 , t c and u c , we find that for 1-M ⊕ planets the standard simulation predicts 5.349 ± 0.128 detections and the CROIN simulation predicts 5.648 ± 0.068 detections. Focusing just on the uncertainties for now, to match the uncertainty in the CROIN simulations, a factor of (0.128/0.068) 2 = 3.8 more lightcurves would need to be generated using the standard parametrization than actually were generated. This implies that the CROIN parametrization provides a factor of 3.8 × 11.4/0.44 = 98× speed-up for the case of Earth-mass planets in a range of orbits. The same calculation for the 100-M ⊕ planets results in a speed-up of 16×.
A factor of 98× speed-up is impressive, though it should be noted that part of it is due to the low duty cycle of the WFIRST observations. For the standard simulations, t 0 was distributed over 2010 d, but in the CROIN simulation t c was distributed over the 432 d that WFIRST actually observes for. This ∼20 percent duty cycle implies that were we to simulate a survey that could observe year-round, the speed up would only be a factor of ∼21×. For a ground based survey, which typically has a duty cycle of ∼75 percent, the speed-up would be a factor of 28×. Note however that when using the standard parametrization it would not be appropriate to only simulate events with t 0 within WFIRST's observing season. Figure 6 shows the number of detections N det as a function of t 0 and t c for planet detections in both 1-M ⊕ simulations -∼10 percent of detections are in events with t 0 outside of the season, while less than 1 percent of events have t c outside of an observing season. To estimate the speed-up as a function of planet mass, we would have to run a similar pair of simulations for each planet mass. This is computationally unfeasible, but it is possible to get an idea of the speed-up by computing the fraction of events selected from the standard parametrization limits that would also be selected from CROIN parameter limits. Results of this are shown in Table 1 , and also compare the actual speed-up measured from the pairs of simulations we did perform. The factor of ∼1.5 difference between the approximate and actual speed-ups for 1-M ⊕ planets is caused by the additional weighting of the CROIN simulation events. The actual speed-up will always be lower than the indicative value we have calculated. Nevertheless, the huge speed-ups for low-mass planets demonstrate the power of the CROIN parametrization, if it can be shown to be accurate, as we do in the next section.
Accuracy
We have demonstrated the efficiency of the CROIN parametrization, but for it to be useful, we must also demonstrate its accuracy in reproducing the results of the brute-force standard parametrization. Table 2 lists the predicted number of detections by WFIRST of 1 M ⊕ and 100-M ⊕ planets from each simulation pairs, placing different cuts on the parameters to match the input parameter ranges. The numbers represent the number of detections in the 0.25 deg 2 simulated patch if there is one such planet per star with orbits distributed uniformly in log a in the range 0.3 ≤ a < 30 AU. By applying the cuts on t c and u c to the standard simulation, we find that 1.42 ± 0.22 percent of events with detections have source trajectories that do not pass through the CROIN or have closest approach to the CROIN center outside of an observing season -we will refer to this quantity as the incompleteness f missed . This is significantly smaller than the fraction of planet detections that are missed by restricting |u 0 | < 3, 6.9 ± 0.1 percent as computed from the CROIN simulations, though perhaps most of these detections would be wide-separation planets with no corresponding stellar lensing event and would be confused with free-floating planets (see, e.g. Sumi et al. 2011; Bennett et al. 2012) . Remember that each of these comparisons is dependent on the properties of the planets being simulated; we will investigate the dependence on planet parameters in Section 4.2.
Performing the same analysis on the pair of 100M ⊕ planet simulations we find an incompleteness f missed = 6.9 ± 0.9 percent. This is comparable to the fraction of detections that are missed by restricting |u 0 | < 3 for the CROIN simulations, 5.2 ± 0.3 percent.
It is not simply enough to confirm that the number of detections in both sets of simulations is in close agreement, we must also check that the distribution of parameters of the events are in agreement, or at least be aware of where they differ. The following comparisons compare the 1-M ⊕ CROIN simulations to the standard simulations, and as already noted, we expect some difference between the simulations due to the differing lightcurve generators used. Applying the same cuts on t 0 , u 0 , t c and u c to both CROIN and standard simulations we find that for Earth-mass planets 6.6 ± 2.5 percent of detections are discarded by the faster, less robust lightcurve generator, while for 100-M ⊕ planets there appears to be no difference between the generators. For Earth-mass planets the difference is larger than the ∼1.4 percent of detections that are missed by using the CROIN parametrization, so any differences in the distribution of detections with various parameters is most likely due to the different generators. Regardless, the distributions should be checked and any systematic deviations investigated. Figure 6 shows the number of planet detections N det as a function of both t 0 and t c . A significant fraction (∼10 percent) of planet detections occur in events that peak (have t 0 ) outside of the observing season, and it is not appropriate to remove these detections from the simulations - Penny et al. (2013) did cut these detections out of the simulations of the Euclid mission, as it was not clear how well the planet parameters would be constrained for such detections. Simulations using the CROIN parametrization match the t 0 distribution of planet detections well. The distribution of t c for planet detections demonstrates that is is appropriate to exclude events with t c lying outside the observing seasons, with less than 1 percent of events in the standard simulation having t c fall outside The same but as a function of the impact parameter relative the the center of the CROIN (uc). Note the different x-axis scales on the u 0 and uc plots. Lower panels in each row show the ratio of the number of detections using the CROIN scheme to the standard scheme δ =(CROIN−standard)/standard. The solid red line shows a δ of 0, while the dashed red line shows the δ expected due to the difference in lightcurve generators, assuming this difference is independent of event parameters (see text for details).
the season. Figure 7 shows the distribution of impact parameters for planet detections, relative to both the primary mass and the CROIN center. The lower panel shows the fractional difference between the CROIN and standard simulations
where N c det and N std det are the number of detections in the CROIN and standard simulations respectively. Both the CROIN and standard simulation planet detections follow the same distribution of |u 0 |. The same is the case for the distribution of |u c |/u c,max up to the point of |u c | = 1, beyond which the CROIN simulations by definition exclude. The number of detections with u c > u c,max seems to follow a straight line in the log-linear plot, indicating that the number of detections with |u c | > u c,max falls off exponentially with |u c /|u c,max . In the distribution as a function of u c , there are some bins where the CROIN parametrization seems to produce significantly more detections than the standard, including the leftmost |u c |/u c,max bin. The leftmost |u c |/u c,max bin is adequately explained by the different lightcurve generators (the dashed red line shows the expected δ if the lightcurves excluded from the standard simulation are uniformly distributed). The high δ points at |u c |/u c,max = 0.35 and 0.65 are likely the result of statistical fluctuations -the fractional uncertainty on the standard parametrization measurements at these points are ∼20 and ∼40 percent, respectively. The weighted Poisson error estimates we have used are unrealistic at that level of uncertainty, and so the actual error bars are likely to be somewhat larger and asymmetric.
Finally, Figure 8 shows the distribution of planet detections with the projected separation s and the caustic topology. The distributions for CROIN and standard simulations are consistent in both cases.
Applicability to other surveys
The simulations described in this paper are of the AFTA-WFIRST mission, which is likely to be the most sensitive microlensing survey it is cost-effective to perform. However, in the intervening years before launch there will be a number of less-sensitive surveys, and it is valuable to estimate the incompleteness for different survey capabilities. Without simulating each survey, we can get an idea of how the incompleteness is affected by plotting it as a function of the detection statistic ∆χ 2 -the difference between the χ 2 of models fitted to the data with and without a planet. For a given microlensing event, we expect the ∆χ 2 of a planetary signal to scale roughly linearly with the rate that the survey can collect photons from the source, though it will depend on many factors. Figure 9 shows the incompleteness computed for 1-and 100-M ⊕ planets detected with a ∆χ 2 larger than the xcoordinate. The completeness scales roughly as (∆χ 2 ) γ , where the slope γ = −0.66 for Earth-mass planets and γ = −0.2. It is likely that the slope becomes increasingly steep towards lower masses. This implies a relatively strong scaling of incompleteness with survey capabilities for lower mass planets, but this may not actually the case. A survey will only be able to detect planets in microlensing events that it can detect above some threshold. While the number of microlensing events that rise above this threshold will be a strong function of the survey's capabilities, the distribution of ∆χ 2 will not change much unless the distribution of signal-to-noise between the detection limit and saturation limit changes significantly.
4.2. Mass and separation dependence In this section we compute the completeness as a function of mass and semimajor axis using the results of (already completed) simulations performed for the AFTA-WFIRST Science Definition Team report (Spergel et al. 2013a ). The simulation estimated the number of planets of a given mass M and semimajor axis a that would be detected if every star had such a planet, computed on a grid of M and a. Due to a coding error the simulations excluded high magnification events (HMEs) where the source passed within 10 source radii of the primary lens. A separate simulation of these HMEs was run and the results combined for the AFTA-WFIRST report. However, the data files from the HMEs necessary to estimate the completeness of the CROIN were not stored. Roughly 7 percent of the Earth-mass planet detections in the previous section's simulations resulted from HMEs. A calculation of the incompleteness excluding all HMEs from the previous section's simulations of Earth mass planets yields f missed = 0.81 ± 0.20 percent, compared to 1.42 ± 0.22 percent when they were included (note that the uncertainties on these two quantities are correlated). A similar calculation for 100-M ⊕ planets yields f missed = 6.0 ± 0.8 percent excluding HMEs and f missed = 6.9 ± 0.9 percent including HMEs. It is not clear how the incompleteness should change as a function of mass or semimajor axis when HMEs are included or excluded, so the results presented in the rest of this section Figure 10 . Incompleteness of the CROIN parametrization as a function of planet mass and semimajor axis for simulations of the AFTA-WFIRST mission. Note that events with standard impact parameters smaller than 10 times the source radius were not simulated (see text for details). Points of different masses are horizontally offset from the true semimajor axis by a factor depending on the mass; points for 1M ⊕ are not offset.
should therefore only be regarded as an indication of the general behaviour of the CROIN parametrization. Figure 10 plots the CROIN incompleteness f missed as a function of semimajor axis, with the planet mass indicated by the color of the data points. As expected, there seems to be a general trend for incompleteness to decrease towards lower mass planets, and we should expect that trend to survive the incorporation of HMEs (though perhaps with a modified slope), because the detection efficiency in HMEs should be larger for more massive planets. It is not clear how the behaviour as a function of semimajor axis would be modified by the inclusion of HMEs, so we will not discuss the trends with semimajor axis. However, the different trends that are visible in the plot highlight that use of the CROIN parametrization will introduce a systematic bias into the results of a simulation.
The value of Figure 10 is to provide us with an orderof-magnitude estimate of the "accuracy cost" of using the CROIN parametrization, in relation to the computational benefits that are estimated in Table 1 . For 1-M ⊕ planets we find an incompleteness of ∼1-2 percent allows a speed-up of a factor of ∼20-140, which certainly seems like a good tradeoff. For 10-and 100-M ⊕ planets we can expect speed-ups of ∼10-50× and ∼4-20×, respectively, in return for incompletenesses of the order of a few and ∼7 percent, respectively. At 10M ⊕ , the speed-up is probably worth the cost in almost every case, but it is a lot less clear at 100M ⊕ , and one's choice as to use the CROIN parametrization or not will depend on the required accuracy of the simulations. It seems clear that with speed-ups of ∼100-1000 and likely sub-percent incompleteness for planet masses below 1M ⊕ , the CROIN parametrization will always be advantageous.
5. DISCUSSION 5.1. Potential uses The magnitude of speed-up it is possible to achieve with the CROIN parametrization make its application to microlensing simulations and detection efficiency calculations immediately obvious. The advent of new and proposed microlensing surveys has encouraged a flurry of new work on microlensing simulations (Shvartzvald & Maoz 2012; Green et al. 2012; Penny et al. 2013; Spergel et al. 2013a; Ipatov et al. 2013 , Henderson et al. 2013 . Interpretation of these new high cadence surveys will be significantly easier than for previous observations in survey plus follow-up mode (e.g., Gould et al. 2010 ), but will still require extensive calculations of detection efficiencies over a large parameter space (e.g. Gaudi & Sackett 2000; Gaudi et al. 2002; Tsapras et al. 2003; Snodgrass et al. 2004) . In fact, the increased cadence and area of the surveys will make such analyses significantly more computationally expensive (though Moore's law will help to a certain extent). A bigger challenge will be presented by the advent of space-based microlensing planet searches. These will provide an order of magnitude more microlensing events to search for planets, but will also measure the lightcurves significantly more accurately, increasing the demands on the lightcurve computations, which are already probably close to maximum efficiency. Maximizing the scientific return of space-based surveys will require extensive simulations to optimize the various aspects that can affect the mission, from hardware to survey design. This has proved challenging so far, with only limited parameter exploration possible for low-mass planets. The CROIN parametrization represents an important way to broaden the scope of planning for these missions, increasing the size of parameter space that can be explored.
The CROIN parametrization may also find use in the modelling of individual gravitational microlensing events. As mentioned in Section 1 parametrizations centered on the caustics are already in use. The analytic limits on the impact parameters of these parametrizations could be useful in restricting a parameter search. However, as downhill fitting will quickly move a trial solution to a local minimum of the parameter space, any speed-up will be modest.
Limitations
We should not be blind to the limitations of the CROIN parametrization. The speed-ups it provides come at the cost of some portion of the parameter space that is missed. This is true of any parametrization: the u 0 cut-off for the standard parametrization discards more planet detections for Earthmass planets in orbits from 0.3-30 AU than does the CROIN parametrization. The dominant failure mode of the CROIN parametrization is almost certainly missing planet detections via the central caustic of close and wide separation planets. However, it is relatively easy to use a strategy that does not miss these detections. Rather than use the CROIN for the origin of the parametrization and drawing |u c | < u c,max , one would use the standard parametrization, drawing events from its usual limits (e.g., |u 0 | < 3). Now, one would perform two tests on the parameters: the first would check if was a highmagnification event (with some limit on |u 0 |, and the second would convert the standard parameters to the CROIN parameters and check that the CROIN parameters were within the limits defined in this paper. If either of the tests were passed, then the lightcurve would be computed, otherwise the event would be assumed to be a non detection. To do this correctly one would need to perform a similar study to this to determine the u 0 limits for central caustic planet detections. As we were concerned primarily with speeding up low-mass planet simulations, where the number of detections due to non-resonant central caustics is expected to be extremely small we have not conducted this study.
Discussing the deficiencies of the CROIN parametrization as simply a percentage of events missed can be slightly misleading. As demonstrated but not discussed in Section 4, use of the CROIN imparts a systematic bias on the results of the simulation. For example, the CROIN incompleteness is a function of mass and semimajor axis. More accurately it is Penny a function of mass ratio and projected separation. As demonstrated by Figure 9 it is also a function of survey sensitivity. One therefore needs to be careful when using the CROIN parametrization in any situation, and check that the bias is small compared to the effects one is investigating. Perhaps the easiest way to estimate the magnitude of any bias would be a form of convergence testing, by adjusting the maximum CROIN radius u c,max by some small multiplicative factor. This can be done for free for factors smaller than one, but is still relatively cheap for factors of a few greater than one compared to the speed-up that is possible for the lowest masses.
CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed a parametrization of binary gravitational microlensing applicable to planetary microlensing. We have empirically determined an analytic functional form for the limits of the impact parameter within which the vast majority of planetary detections can be expected. We have shown that by using this parametrization and its analytic limits it is possible to speed-up simulations of planetary microlensing by factors of 10 to 1000 depending on the mass of planet being investigated. This comes at a cost of excluding a small percentage of planet detections, though this is comparable to the loss due to arbitrary truncation of the space of any other parametrization.
